
Wireless headphones REDMI-Buds 3 Lite (Black)

Available sizes Reference number Ean number Quantity

Suggested retail price: 24.99 € s DPH

Description

Redmi headphones. Stylish headphones are a current trend that is loved by both the young and the old and will
provide you with great entertainment. It doesn't matter where you are. You can use the black headphones on the
way to work, on the bus or during sports. Redmi headphones have a compact ergonomic design that adapts to you.
The headphones do not press, even during prolonged use. You can easily connect them to your smartphone using
Bluetooth with a range of up to 10 meters . After the first pairing, they always connect to the phone automatically
after removing it from the case.

The wireless headphones have a battery inside that will provide up to five hours of operation on a single charge.
The package also includes a practical charging case, in which you can charge your headphones and extend their
battery life up to 18 hours . The integrated microphone allows you to make hands-free calls after pairing with the
phone, while you do not have to take your mobile out of your pocket or purse.

Bluetooth headphones are highly durable thanks to IP54 protection. So you don't have to be afraid to take them
with you when you go jogging or to the gym. Another great advantage is that they remain fully functional even after
contact with drops of water or sweat. You will definitely appreciate the powerful sound for an even better
atmosphere, for example while playing games with low latency mode. The earphones do not have a volume control.
You can switch between modes by touching the handset. The package also includes three sizes of earplugs (S, M,
L), which allow you to adjust them individually.
Product details:

wireless headphones
charging case
easy pairing with the phone using Bluetooth
automatic connection to the mobile after the first pairing
ergonomic design adapts to you
durable thanks to IP54 protection
they remain fully functional even after contact with drops of water or sweat
strong sound
latency mode
they have no volume control
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integrated microphone
operating time: 5h
operating time with charging case: 18h
Bluetooth range: 10m
charging type: USB-C
also suitable for sports
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